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Foreword

Ms. Anita Kotwani 
Chief Executive Officer,
Carat Media

We may be a country that finds it hard to 

unanimously agree on many things. But if 

there is one phenomenon that can get millions 

of Indians with different belief systems and 

thought processes to believe in something 

common, it is cricket. The joy of a win is 

unmatched and so is the devastation of a 

loss. Cricket makes everyone feel like a part 

of something bigger than them, irrespective 

of gender, caste, and creed. It becomes an 

instant conversation starter, social mixer, 

and connector.

The pandemic showed us that not only is 

cricket the most revered sport but also 

the most durable and therefore, lucrative. 

Despite the fact that the virus was wreaking 

devastation on humanity, over 400 million 

people tuned in to watch IPL 2021 on their TV 

sets. It is a testimony to the power of cricket 

and how people gravitate towards it in the 

best and the worst of times. The passion for 

the sport is such that its consumption goes 

way beyond the match day live broadcast. It 

manifests itself into content consumed in the 

form of news, predictions, fantasy matches, 

analyses, etc.

ESPNcricinfo is at a vantage point in the 

ecosystem. As the most favoured platform 

for cricket-affiliated content, it enjoys an 

average of 2 hours being spent daily by users. 

Together, cricket and ESPNcricinfo are a 

branding goldmine. They go hand in hand 

if the right targeting, right exposure, and 

the right messaging are the objectives. Our 

collaborative effort is to arm the industry 

decisionmaker with a deep understanding 

of the nuances of the consumption of sports 

across demographic, platforms, and formats.

For instance, cricket fandom is a spectrum 

with many different types of fans. Their 

consumption patterns, state of mind while 

consuming cricket, preferred match formats, 

etc., are the by-products of the fandom 

category they belong to. This report is an 

amalgamation of these pertinent insights 

and more.

The love for cricket is only going to grow more 

intense and all-pervasive, beyond match 

days. As means of engagement become 

more complex, players attain cult statuses 

individually, teams grow more local, and 

formats become more experimental. The 

report is an attempt to delve into the skin 

of the game and its relationship with fans, 

and in turn make your plan mix richer, more 

efficient, and a sure shot of success.
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Love for the Game in India

Before cricket became the phenomenon 

it is today, it was just a game. A game that 

was restricted to the elites and meant to 

serve as nothing more than a recreational 

activity for the gentlemen. Leapfrog to 2022, 

where cricket has turned into a formidable 

ecosystem with an aggressive fan diaspora 

that lives, breathes, and talks the game. 

It is a singular emotion that transcends all 

demographics – age, income, gender, and 

all others. The advance of cricket from a 

single-format event to a vast multi-format, 

multi-strata environment has been a case 

in geometric progression. And as the game 

evolved, so have its fans – from passive, 

armchair admirers to integrated ingredients 

that are involved in every micro-event the 

match sees.

In its evolution, the game has also created 

expansive opportunities for fans to build 

conversations. This happens through a 

multitude of methodologies – from reflexive 

comments on and game-around-the-game 

content, debates, and watercoolers tête-à-

têtes to immersive involvement by breaking 

the fourth wall and being an active component 

of live action.

From playing to watching to participating, 

cricket is a passion in several forms. 

People proudly talk about their passion 

for cricket, and also it gets reflected 

in their cricket consumption patterns 

(both live and non-live consumption). 

Often the love for cricket and following 

the game starts from childhood itself 

and goes on till one’s last breath.

It is known to be one of the best available 

forms of recreation, entertainment, and 

socializing. Cricket has readapted in 

several new forms like T20, T12, Women 

Leagues, Country-wise leagues, Retired 

Cricketers leagues, etc. that keep the 

entertainment quotient alive. 

Very high engagement value across 
several platforms, apps, and devices. 
We observe horizontal and vertical 
engagement amongst fans wherein one 
can deep dive into a particular format 
of cricket or enjoy the entire platter of 
multiple formats. Engagement around 
T20 Cricket is so vast that T20 & the 
rest of cricket are often called out as 
two separate engagement zones.

Cricket following often creates a 

cricket-influenced attitude in people. 

There is a strong sense to learn, and 

imbibe cricket & cricketer traits in one’s 

life. People like to inspect, observe and 

inculcate an attitude of inspirational 

players and their journeys.

ATTITUDEENGAGEMENT

PASSION
ENTERTAINMENT

Cricket appeals to 
people from all walks of 
life. It involves all, Ever 
Evolving for fans.
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Love for the Game in India

As the gamut of fans’ involvement in 

the game deepens and widens, it opens 

up additional dimensions hitherto

unexperienced. This stems from the fact that 

the game is intrinsically simple, and lends 

itself to manifold variations and a strong 

sense of belonging. From a 22-yard wicket to a 

gully crammed with parked vehicles – cricket 

can take on many avatars, and yet bring on 

the same sense of adrenaline and euphoria.

However, at the core of this seemingly simple 

sport is a high level of skill and knowledge. And 

what makes it unique is the fact that every 

fan can claim authority and passion on the 

game, its players, strategy, and skill – leading 

to a socializing trump card that unites fans 

and makes for an unbreakable bond brewing 

with love and insatiable, unwavering desire 

for action, always.

Playing or not playing, 
cricket builds a charisma 
around ‘me’.

Cricket knowledge is a cherished possession. One’s cricketing knowledge defines one’s level 

of passion. We notice that jamming sessions on cricket knowledge happen between close 

friends. In today’s era cricket knowledge has earning potential.

KNOWLEDGE

A SENSE OF BELONGING

A sense of belonging in multiple ways, for the team(s) that you follow, amongst the friends 

you play with, and amongst the friends you watch with. People crave to meet their cricket 

passionate friends. People have groups where they discuss cricket, and share updates on 

scores, tournaments, any landmarks achieved like the Under-19 World Cup, IPL auctions, etc.

A SOCIALIZING TRUMP CARD

Cricket helps socialise, it drives conversations, becomes an ice-breaker 

amongst strangers, and establishes one’s authority in social gatherings. It 

drives stories, creates memories, builds bonds and relationships, etc.

Like  a bottle of wine, wisdom in cricket grows with time. Skill is the definer; personal

cricketing skills make for a lucrative career option. Others follow the ‘game of people with

skill’ and people who sharpen or maintain their skills.

SKILL
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Fandom in the Digital Era of Cricket

This expanded horizon has brought about a 

change in the appetite fans have for content 

constantly. The fan of 2022 is always hungry 

for more. Self-avowed cricket fans, traverse 

the web for more and more content, and in fact, 

don’t shy away from participating in content 

creation themselves. In the multiscreen 

era, a typical fan watches live matches on 

StarSports even as he/she actively browses 

ball-by-ball commentary and devours expert 

insights on ESPNcricinfo. All this, while they 

engage in verbal duels and debates with a 

thriving fan community on social media, 

and build their own fantasy teams and make 

predictions across multiple platforms!

Fans evolve, and with them evolves the manner 

in which they interact and consume. This 

content evolution is led primarily by digital 

media. With the rise of web 3.0, horizons have 

widened for the cricket fan on the couch. 

Extended Reality (XR), NFTs and AI-driven 

applications – all make for a hyper-realistic 

sports experience that is unparalleled in any 

other genre or space. The second screen has 

seamlessly emerged as the first, and is a 

strong contributing factor in the always on 

mode fans are in, today.

ESPNcricinfo was born to connect fans digitally to their beloved game, and 

that founding spirit shines now as brightly as it did 30 years ago - much 

before social media or video streaming were even a thing. ESPNcricinfo 

is an original key invention, it is much loved, and much imitated, ball-by-

ball coverage of cricket, and  remains the benchmark in the game, but the 

site was also the first to stream live matches, launch live analysis shows, 

podcasts and the first to introduce several new forms of storytelling in 

sync with emerging consumption patterns. 
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Features Driving the Usage of Digital 
Cricket Content Platforms

When it comes to content on digital cricket

platforms and apps, the usage of the

platform is driven by the features provided.

Fans prefer platforms that provide them

with live ball-by-ball commentary of any

match. This is by far the most fundamental

requirement for using any such digital

cricket content platform/app.

The other features that drive fan usage 

include short videos and clips, articles written 

by experts, match and player statistics, and a 

user-friendly interface that helps them get to 

their desired content quickly and with ease. 

Fans feel that the interface should be such 

that it can be consumed in a single glance.

Fans use these platforms as their news and 

scores sources on the go, they want the 

content to have a focus on cricketing verticals 

like local, women, regional, national, global 

and international local news and events.

Live ball-by-ball commentary is the most 

preferred platform feature across fandom 

segments. Apart from this, Fans who consume 

cricket content for recreational purposes 

prefer platforms with the features such as 

short videos, score update notifications, and 

match & player statistics. The fans who have 

a professional and passionate association 

with cricket prefer features viz. expert 

articles, credible information, a user-friendly 

interface, and easy-to-search content.

Features Driving Platform Usage

Indexed Scores, Base: 1683, Respondents
Indexed scores of features that drive usage of digital cricket content platforms. Score of 5 indicates maximum effect of the 

feature on platform usage while score of 1 indicates minimum effect on usage

Fans prefer to use the platforms 
that provide live ball-by-ball 
commentary, followed by short 
videos and expert articles along 
with cricket on televison.

Live ball by ball commentary 5.00

Short videos 2.85

Expert articles 2.63

Match player stats 2.45

User friendly interface 2.44

Score update notifications 2.43

Credible information 2.36

Article recommendations 2.04

Easy to search for content 1.93

Live scorecard 1.70

Informative match analysis 1.00
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Usage of Cricket Content Platforms
/ Apps

Cricket fans like to check various cricket platforms and apps regularly. Their usage behaviour can 

be segregated into three major classifications: viz. on the go fans, data mining fans and action 

oriented fans.

The gaming apps have driven consumer engagement to a
new high!

Fans visit a number of mobile gaming apps around cricket
that support one-on-one cricket matches, often with friends,
colleagues, or strangers.

Howzthat, Miniclip, Championship Cup, All Star Cricket,
Cricket League, Real Cricket a number of fantasy sports apps are 
quite popular among the fans.

ACTION ORIENTED 
FANS

Fans prefer to frequently spend their free time on favourite
platforms. Hindi content is the most popular.

Apart from the daily visits, fans also dedicatedly spend an hour
or 2 on the platform,either once a week or more frequently.

They spend this time watching, scrolling through videos, or
going by platform suggestions.

Fans appreciate suggestions on the games and players. They
also view videos with player interviews and expert analyses.

They like to watch cricket documentaries like the 80s era,
heroes of the 2000s, life of legends, etc.

They also like to watch local cricketing news and developments.
Several fans also check first-class cricket news and developments.

DATA MINING FANS

Fans like to scroll and check for all available updates.

They don’t generally click on different sections to go deep.
They just like to swipe, either top to bottom, or sometimes,
right to left.

They also check for scores of ongoing matches, the time of
the matches scheduled for the day or the next, glance through
the titles of the articles, and may also read a few interesting
articles to find new relevant information.

They also like to check on ‘what’s trending’ sections on
these apps.

ON THE GO FANS
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Usage of Video Streaming and Social 
Media Platforms

T20 has cemented its position as the 

snackable format of cricket within a vast 

majority of the audience, who are now willing 

to pay for content, and live sports on mobile. 

While cricket viewership and the dominance 

of the sport continue in the country, the 

streaming platforms have led Indians to start 

consuming other sports too. It is evident from 

the growth of the audience base of different 

sports such as kabaddi, hockey, football, 

tennis, etc. 

These dynamics have changed due to the 

involvement of various stakeholders such 

as brands, broadcasters, and streaming 

platforms. The usage of streaming platforms 

in Tier-I and Tier-II cities has seen a massive 

increase in the past few years. Apart from IPL, 

several other sports like NBA, NFL, etc. have 

been streamed using digital to live stream 

sports that were never broadcasted in India 

originally.

Which YouTube Sports Videos Work Best 

• Cricket Controversies

• Videos with catchy headlines, masala
pictures and interesting conclusions

• Listicles of specials and unique

cricketing events or interesting facts

• Videos with narration of the story are
preferred

• Player technique analysis videos

What Social Media Content is Preferred

• Player training videos

• Specific technique practice videos

• New shots and unique strokes by local
players

• Local coach tips

• Plenty of automatic, unfiltered content,
which has been curated based on their
likes and dislikes

• Content from reputed handles like
Australia Cricket, ICC Council

• A lot of content from local and budding
players, local teams, local coaching
facilities

• Tweets from Players, Official Handles,
Cricket Influencers and latest trending
tweets to know all latest developments
in cricket

Memes & Viral Sharable Content are 
Popular

• Funny catches, wickets, videos, no balls 
etc

• Hat-tricks, best catches on the month,
heated moments

• Cricket’s party life, glamorous lifestyles
and any social initiative created by a
player.

• Reels and short-video content of
cricketers

• Players field attitude clips, press
interaction clips, thug life moments

IPL News on these Platforms

• Team preparation videos, documentaries
• New player performance videos, practice

videos
• Keeping a track of International players

who participate in IPL
• Expert opinions on different teams, their

strength players, their strategy for the
tournament, underdogs in the team, etc

• News of IPL Auctions, strategy of
auctions, player cost and potential

YouTube has around

110 million cricket 

enthusiasts  (monthly 

reach) who follow IPL 

passionately and consume 

content worth around 1 
billion hours.
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Usage of Video Streaming and Social 
Media Platforms

Overall ESPNcricinfo Social Actions
(Clicks, Likes, Comments, Share) IPL 2022

2.5 Mn 27.5 Mn

43.2 Mn 7.1 Mn

Overall ESPNcricinfo
Social Video Views (IPL 2022)

TOTAL: 267.45 Mn

114.4 Mn 141.9 Mn

1.35 Mn 9.8 Mn

Extensive off-platform reach

with a highly engaged social 
audience across major 

platforms – Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram and YouTube.

16 Mn+

(Source: App Annie)

Highest average time per 
session among digital 

cricket platforms 

64 Secs 

Base: 6.25 mn ESPNcricinfo users. Source: GWI, Q2 2022

Sports People 
& Teams

48%

Friends, Family or 
Others

52%

Entertainment, 
Memes or Parody 

Accounts

46%

TV Shows or 
Channels

47%

Actors, 
Comedians or 

other Performers

45%

Top Social Media Accounts Followed by ESPNcricinfo Users

Reading News 
Stories

49%

Keeping in Touch 
with Friends

52%

Following Sports

48%

Check Latest 
Trends

43%

Finding New 
Content

44%

Top Reasons for Using Social Media by ESPNcricinfo Users

TOTAL: 80.3 Mn
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Usage of Video Streaming and Social 
Media Platforms

1.0

3.1

Fans like to consume mood-based nostalgic 

video content around cricket quite frequently 

viz. old videos, and highlights. They also like 

to see lifestyle-based content on the internet 

or TV with their family, siblings or friends.

Sometimes fans spend a lot of time watching 

videos on their phones dedicated to a 

player for their love towards them or out of 

general curiosity. Fans like to search random 

keywords on YouTube to see the results only 

for entertainment (e.g. ‘Cricket Sir’, ‘Cricket 

Boss’, ‘Cricket Greats’ etc.). They also prefer 

to consume training content to gain more 

knowledge about the game.

Mood Based Videos

• Old match highlights

•Key India matches

•Key player performance

•Documentary journeys of
tournaments

•IPL match highlights, old
performances, glorious match
moments

Videos Dedicated to a Player

• Players videos, documentaries,
performances, stats history,
achievements in life. E.g. ‘Career of
AB de Villers’

• Player journeys videos covering
their struggle, rise, decline,
comebacks and efforts behind each
milestone

• Player wealth, fashion, other
businesses, materialistic possessions

• Players attitude videos, videos of
players losing their cool

Training and Technical Content on 
Cricket

• Videos on ‘How To’. E.g. ’how to take
a Run Up’, ‘how to hit helicopter
shot’, ‘how to hold bowl for better
swing’, etc.

• Cricketing Tips by legendary players
and coaches. E.g. ‘bowling tips by
Anil Kumble’, ‘Fielding tips by
Ashwin’, etc.

• Coaching tips by local coaches and
players explaining various
techniques e.g. ‘how to adjust to
pitch conditions’, ‘tips for tennis ball
cricket’, etc. 

Life-style Based Videos

• Performance of IPL players

• Game of new players, women teams,
veteran leagues

• Legends Chat Shows

• Legends Talk Shows with reputed
interviewers

• Light hearted comedy chat shows or
coffee table talk shows

• Some of the talk shows are planned
like a movie watching session

I am planning to watch 
that Dravid interview 
with my brother on 

Sunday evening. I have 
heard it’s really amazing!
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Usage of ESPNcricinfo

Perception of ESPNcricinfo

Indexed Scores, Base: 1683, Respondents
Indexed scores of user perception towards ESPNcricinfo. 
Score of 5 indicates strongest perception while score of 1 

indicates weakest perception.

Fans use ESPNcricinfo for its strong features 

such as credible information, expert articles, 

and live ball-by-ball commentary. These are 

the most passionate fans and experts of the 

game who prefer self-consumption of the 

content for gaining self-knowledge. They are 

driven by their passion and individual quest 

for the game of cricket. These fans like to 

use detailed features like historical archives 

of every series and player, detailed game 

analysis, learning, improvement guides, and 

videos for budding cricketers.

Fans perceive ESPNcricinfo to be young, 

credible, trustworthy, and easy to use. 

As a brand, ESPNcricinfo has an imagery 

perception of being a cricket guru or guide 

trusted by the most passionate fans. It is 

known to have content and expert articles 

along with structured navigation of the 

archives for serious learners and fans of the 

game.

They also associate it with strong credibility 

and authenticity of content, comprehensive 

coverage, and strong archives of cricket 

history.

ESPNcricinfo
Imagery Associations

Young 5.00

Credible 3.5

Trustworthy 2.3

Easy to use 2.1

Interesting 1.1

Serious 1.0

- Ravichandran Ashwin, Indian All-rounder

ESPNcricinfo was the first online medium for cricket 
news and information for me. Despite all the changes 
in the way content is consumed, ESPNcricinfo remains 
the place I tune into every single day. The kind of 
accurate data that’s available and the kind of articles 
they write, make me connect to the game in a very 
authentic manner. The site is the conscience of the 
game in so many ways.

Credible

Comprehensive

Expert

Trustworthy

Heritage

Authentic
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Reason for Reading Expert Articles on 
ESPNcricinfo

Reason for Reading Expert Articles on ESPNcricinfo

Cricket experts and pundits with their

articles provide the audience with deeper

insights into the playing styles of the

players, the performance of the teams, and

an interesting outlook on cricket as a game.

The audience prefers to look forward to

and read articles shared by these cricket

experts.

People like to read and follow expert opinions 

on different formats of the game. Ian Chappell, 

Aakash Chopra, and Mark Nicholas are

some of the most read ex-cricketers, 

Sambit Bal along with Sidharth Monga, 

Osman Samiuddin, Andrew Fernando, 

Firdose Moonda, Andrew Miller, Karthik 

Krishnaswamy are the most read experts on 

the ESPNcricinfo platform.

Fans prefer to read these expert articles 

on ESPNcricinfo because they have been

reading the author’s article for a very

long time. They also like the credible 

foresightedness and the predictions given 

by the author. People prefer to read these 

authors as they like the deep knowledge and 

interesting insights given, and the author 

presents a unique point of view.

Base: 1,683 Cricket Fans

Reading author’s article since a
long time

23%

Credible foresightedness and
prediction by author

23%

Deep knowledge of the author 19%

Interesting insights given by author 18%

Unique point of view of the author 17%

Seriousness of the articles 17%

In-depth analysis by author 17%

Writing style of the author 16%

Fans prefer to read expert articles on 
ESPNcricinfo because they have been 
reading the author’s article since a 
long time and they like their credible 
foresightedness and predictions.
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Language Preference for Digital 
Cricket Content

Vernacular Language Preference for Digital Cricket Content

Base: 1,683 Cricket Fans

Digital cricket content platforms let the 

audience choose their preferred language 

from an array of different Indian languages.

Close to two-thirds of the fans prefer to 

consume content on the cricketing apps in 

Hindi. This is followed by Punjabi, Bengali 

and Gujarati

- Gautam Gambhir, Former Indian 
Captain, on using ESPNcricinfo

Being a part of the Indian Cricket Team brings with it a 

certain eye and aptitude for judging performances of any 

team on the pitch. Being able to convey this to the viewers 

makes for an intriguing show of T20 Timeout. It not only 

keeps me involved with the game I love so much but also 

gives the enthusiasts a way to understand and pick up 

the nuances in the game and truly become one with it.

Hindi 62%

Punjabi 11%

Bengali 7%

Gujarati 6%

Kannada 3%

Tamil 3%
Close to two-thirds of the fans 
prefer cricketing content in 
Hindi.

ESPNcricinfo offers its content in both 
Hindi and English.
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THE
CRICKET FAN
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Understanding the Indian Cricket Fan

Cricket has the power to connect, unify and 

heal people. And the Indian cricket fan of 

today is on a continuous quest for discovery 

when it comes to passion and consumption. 

Fans in India are oriented to the sport at 

an early age, with myriad influencers like 

parents and family, school/college peers, 

and others playing their part across different 

levels. Individual fans identify with specific 

influencing attributes and strive for an aspect 

of fandom that is unique to them and satiates 

their desire and expectations from the game.

On the face of it, Indian cricket fans may 

look like a homogenous mass. In reality, it is 

quite the opposite; especially given the rapid 

manner in which different consumption media 

have penetrated the lives of cricket fans. 

Different fans have distinct and inimitable 

traits that define them and make for specific 

identifiers. With fandom being as diverse 

as it is inclusive, the paradox makes for an 

interesting classification of Indian Cricket 

fans.

Just like India, fandom around cricket is as diverse as it is inclusive. Fans hail from all walks of life 

and it is the love for the game that unites them. We can classify the Indian cricket fans in these 

three broad categories:

During summer vacations our aim 

would be to play, improve and consume 

cricket as much as possible so that 

when we go back to school, we are 

better players.

I remember in my school, my friends 

used to sound cool when they 

spoke about cricket with technical 

knowledge, Like offside, leg side, it 

was fascinating for us back then.

RECREATIONAL 
FANDOM

Fans for whom ‘cricket watching’ 
is a sport in itself

CAREER- DRIVEN
FANDOM

Fans who are pursuing their 
passion for cricket as a viable 

career option

MANAGERIAL
FANDOM

Fans who possess in-depth 
knowledge of cricket and the 

business around it



Understanding the Indian Cricket Fan

Two-thirds of the cricket fans in India belong to the category of recreational fandom, for whom

watching the match in itself is a sport. The career-driven fandom constitutes 20% of the cricket

fanbase in India followed by the managerial fanbase which covers 14% of the Indian cricket

fanbase.

Base: 1,683 Cricket Fans

- Tom Moody, Former Australian Cricketer 
and Renowned Coach

As a coach, I am always watching games with an analytic 

view, and working with ESPNcricinfo has allowed me to 

share my analysis with a wider audience. I am also glad 

to work alongside some top cricketers and analysts 

which helps me appreciate multiple perspectives 

of the game. I love that we talk some serious 

cricket here, without taking ourselves too seriously.

20%

14%

66%
Recreational

Fandom

Managerial
Fandom

Career Driven
Fandom

18
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Understanding the Indian Cricket Fan

For individuals who enjoy cricket, the game is like a relationship with themselves. They view the 

game as a friend, as their me-time, an almirah of nostalgia and as a permanent member of the 

fan’s subconscious mind. 

Cricket is a 
relationship with self.

Friend
CRICKET IS A

CRICKET IS ALWAYS ON
CRICKET IS A

CRICKET IS MY

Cricket is a friend who accompanies 

me without any expectations, is always 

with me. willing entertain, engage and 

relive memories.

When I am watching the match alone, I 

still have a lot of fun, I order food from 

Zomato, call my friends to discuss match 

updates, have a beer or so. That is  my 

‘Me-time’.

Those days were magical, we would get up 

at 5 in the morning to watch test matches, 

listen to every minute of commentary, 

read detailed articles on the match in the 

evening and then go to my hostel canteen 

for dinner and have a detailed discussion 

with friends on what would happen the 

next day in test match.

Sometime when I am shaving before going 

to office and suddenly, I am reminded of a 

match in which Sachin and Dravid made 

centuries, I was unable to recall who hit 

more boundaries in that match, so I have 

to stop shaving, take my mobile and check 

the scorecard for that match, only after 

finding that information was I able to get 

back to my shaving.

Nostalgia of Series, Players, 
Friends,

Me-Time

In Fan’s Subconscious Mind



Understanding the Indian Cricket Fan

Cricket is my category 
of justified expenses, 
my category of 
indulgence.

A number of expenses happen around cricket and the 
person involved rightfully makes those expenses.

“It is very clear understanding between 
me and my wife, I will not bother about 
all expenses she makes, and she will not 
complain about money I spent on my 
cricket hobby, for example my cricket 
kit, tata sky membership, Hotstar 
membership, new shoes, coaching fee 
etc.”

“Cricket is my hobby for which I am 
allowed to give dedicate my weekly 
time. We are a group of friends in 
colony who are cricket fans and we play 
every Sunday morning. Every evening 
for 30-40 minutes we meet and chat 
about cricket, cricket developments, 
any news, reel, tweet or viral content 
around cricket.”

Cricket is My Space, My taste, My Rules zone in the house

“Cricket is my only friend who is 
allowed at my home.”

“Cricket is my only thing in house 
whereas rest of thing belong to my 
wife.”

“It is that Space of my mobile that 

goes on uninterrupted, I have disabled 

notifications for all the apps, apart 

form Cricinfo and Cricbuzz.”

“We have a half room in the house, 

I have made that room into my play 

station and cricket watching room, 

whenever there is match me and my 

son will be watching the match in 

that room.”

Indian cricket fans idolize their favourite cricketers and look up to them as their source 

of inspiration and motivation. For them, cricket is a universe of idols. People passionately 

track player records, their rise and fall, on and off-field lives. Fans also prefer to stay updated 

on local tournaments and keep a close eye on promising players in these local matches, 

coaches, and BCCI / ICC heads.
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Recreational fans are those for whom ‘cricket watching’ is a sport in itself. These fans have 

been following cricket for a long time. 

Four fandom personas emerge under this segment showing the journey of a person. They enter 

with a lot of buzz and gradually mature with cricket, needing more ways that will help them to 

to keep their passion for the game alive.

Majority of the ESPNCricinfo users can be 

classified in the personas of daredevils, tech 

natives and mobile dependents. Most of these 

users are working ITeS / Software development 

/ engineering, BFSI or education sectors.

RECREATIONAL

FANDOM

These four recreational fandom personas are the following:

RAHUL

VED

SID

BHIDE
BHAI

The newbie in cricket

A senior working 
professional

The early jobber

A past mid-age person 
who likes to spend time 
with cricket
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Plays cricket on turf and nearby grounds, depends on friend’s availability.

Checking schedule of upcoming matches and making other plans around it.

Is fine missing out on live matches as he later can see highlights or keep track on Cricbuzz 
or Google. He mostly avoids test matches.

Scrolling through social Memes and posts, for fun and BTS moments.

Discussing game outputs with colony or college friends.

Socializers, experience hungry.

Started with cricket but now participates in a variety of other activities and sports 

due to his social circle.  They have idol in each sport.

Active, energetic college going student.

Participating in extra curricular activity like dance, theater, gaming.

Will have a non-sport career goal.

Likes going to stadium to watch cricket for the vibe.

DAILY LIFE OF RAHUL

 HE?

RAHUL
The newbie in cricket

I support Mumbai Indians in cricket 
and Manchester United in football. 

Novak Djokovic in tennis.

I like watching T20 more, No 
patience for what’s happening 

on 3rd day of test match.

16-23 
years old

Found in 
Metro cities

Belongs to a well 
to do family
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Crisp and easy 
to share content 
on social media

Everything on one 
screen view. Easy UI. 
Buzzing and vibrant 
environment, loads of 
memes

Stump mic commentary 
or captain’s 
commentary over mic

Interesting test 
match summaries,  
and highlights

Highlights around 
extra ordinary catches, 
shots, banter amongst 
cricketers

Cricket shows, famous matches 
summaries, legend journeys

Topic of discussions, relive the 
moment and famous matches

Live match, cricket movies, 
cricketer in any talk show

Thrill of the game, sitting on the 
edge excitement

Players, reels, tournament, 
legends, influencers, predictors 

Updates on what is happening off the 
field of cricket, memes to entertain

All cricket news, team schedules, 
expert articles, tournament rankings & 

multi match score updates

Match day score, Commentary, 
uses this as a genuine source to 
validate rumours

Sport updates, upcoming 
tournament buzz, memes, videos

Everything around cricket, college 
sport events to international 
developments

Cricketer experts, players, sports 
handles of major leagues

Sport’s players connect. Reads 
comments from team members on 
tweets, gossips

Player reviews, schedule, scores, 
specific videos or stats

Easy access, read player’s bio, 
football, tennis, etc. Pins the score 
board

Live match, Highlights
Watch matches when not in front of 
TV, Can watch multiple other sports

CONSUMES? CONSUMES?

RAHUL

 WANTS?
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Cricket has shifted to background due to work pressure.

Occasionally watch cricket when free, regularly remain updated through social media and 

smart cricket apps and websites.

If he encounters anything interesting, he figures out a way to watch match or highlights 

quickly.

Weekend match outings at bars form a part of regular habit.

Uses products advertised or styles followed by cricketers.

Early Jobber, Intern, Fresher in corporates. 

Must establish his own image within peers.

Socializers, has played cricket in his early days. But does not play cricket anymore.

Using cricket as a trump card to strike a conversation with boss, colleagues, clients.

Open for new experiences and ready to try different sports like football, badminton.

DAILY LIFE OF SID

 HE?

SID
The early jobber

Cricket knowledge in my badge of 
honor in peer circles.

Sometimes I just go there for 
beer.

21-26 
years old

Lives in 
Tier 1 cities

Bachelor
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Key takeaways from 
the game that he can 
use as a discussion 
point

Live match clips/
video summaries 
while working

Needs some masala 
news to keep 
his discussions 
interesting 

Match day discounts 
on food and brands 
advertised by cricketers

Quick stats like strike 
rate of a player, balling 
economy, player raking’s, 
player performances, etc. 
quick stats to predict 
performance in live match

Match highlights, old match videos, 
cricket talk shows and comedy

Gets to know who performed how in 
the match and who failed to perform

Live match in canteen or pub
Thrill and the vibe of watching 
together

Cricket Legends, current starts, 
random cricket channels

To keep update on their personal life 
and trends in cricket

Scorecards, cricket schedules, 
Ranking, expert articles

Does not want to have a FOMO, 
will check celebration videos later

Occasional engagement with 
fantasy cricket games

Prove to everyone that he knows the 
best, fun challenges among friends

Google score widget
Uses when he has low interest in 
ongoing series

Live match, Highlights
Watch matches when travelling  
alone or with friends

CONSUMES? CONSUMES?

SID

WANTS?

Most liked articles, 
articles that 
build strategic 
understanding of 
tournaments

KEY
POINTS
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Office day plus match updates on match day. Will finish his tasks and plan watching the 

match from nearest possible big screen at canteen, home, friend’s home or the pub.

Enjoys cricket weekends with friends or his kids; wants to  influence kids to pick a sport.

Solid cricket knowledge that he keeps sharpening with time.

Occasionally, to relax or bond with friends, plenty of YouTube video content

gets consumed.

Doesn’t miss cricket, despite all workload.

During childhood, he studied as well as played cricket with equal enthusiasm.

By choice, profession became their 1st interest and cricket became their 1st hobby.

Tries to inculcate values from cricket and carries a sportsmen spirt.

Owns his cricket time, style, playing hours.

Always wants to be updated with detailed expert opinions and their analysis framework.

DAILY LIFE OF VED

HE?

VED
A senior working professional

The thrill of unpredictability, sporting 
excellences, gaming strategy, adrenalin 

rush helps me forget everything live 
that moment.

Cricket will never get old for me.

I take an off on India-Pakistan match days.

30-40 
years old

Lives in Metro 
and Tier 1 cities

Nurturing 
a family
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Key stats and 
records broken 
during the game

Mute notifications 
feature on apps 
to be able to 
concentrate on 
work

Feature which aggregates 
& curates cricket content 
from IG, FB, Twitter, Reels, 
etc. in one app

Articles which are written 
by A class cricketers, 
seeks high credibility in 
whatever he watches

Expert analysis of the 
game

Success stories of 
young players and 
their lifestyles. Stories 
of stars who couldn’t 
make it big and why

Key moments from match, match 
highlight

Gets to know who performed how in 
the match and who failed to perform

Live match, talk shows, cricket movies  
& series, classic matches

Thrill of the game, gets to know 
about life of player

Follows cricket facts pages, 
watch videos in search section

Brags these facts amongst commoners

Multiple apps,  Cricbuzz plus 
subscription, articles, expert views, 

player journeys, videos

Scorecards, expert analysis, match 
schedules, global developments, 
tournament progress

Select sports handles and 
favourite players

Just to stay ahead of other news 
channels and meme pages

Google score widget
Uses when he has low interest in 
ongoing series

Live match, Highlights
Watch matches when not in front of TV,  
Pre match and post match interviews

May play fantasy cricket games
Prove to everyone that he knows the 
best

CONSUMES? CONSUMES?

VED

WANTS?
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Complaints about having new rules which he feels have made the game easy.

Is a Preacher of cricket. Often ignored by colleagues due to repetitive topics.

Loves recaps of old match on sports channels.

Keeps himself updated on cricket trends and watches matches between top teams.

Believes that test cricket is the real thing, only concerned with how the players 
perform there.

Follows complete IPL for time pass.

They have lost interest in current cricket era and always compare it with previous 
in-form era.

They expressed it, loved it, made a bond with it, now are moving away from it.

Businessman, Manager, Sr. Executive, etc.

They follow cricket for old memories and seek latest landmarks in the game.

He preaches cricket to others.

He is there for the old kick in cricket.

DAILY LIFE OF BHIDE BHAI 

HE?

BHIDE BHAI
A past mid-age person who likes to spend 
time with cricket

If during Sachin’s era there were 2 
DRS options, he would have made 

many more runs.

I read newspaper ulta ..start 
from the sports section.

35-50
years old

Lives in Tier 
1 & 2 cities

Bachelor or
nurturing a family
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Stats around who 
is the current 
player that has 
same caliber as 
the old ones

Documentaries 
and movies around 
cricket and players

Commentary from their 
favourite players and 
guest commentary

Updates around what 
his fav retired players 
are doing right now

Callback to old 
historic events in 
current commentary

Video documentaries on 
players sports journeys, 
big match moments, 
records broken, next big 
challenges or landmarks 
in career

Tournament documentaries, 
Match Highlights, Talk Shows

Gets to know who performed how in 
the match and who failed to perform

Live match, Cricket movies, Classic 
matches, Cricket news, old match

Big screen experience, uninterrupted 
viewing, faster than any other live mode

Shares cricket content, articles, his 
comments and watches loads of 

cricket videos of Facebook

Just to showcase how big of a fan he is 

Reads sports articles, matches of other 
international and domestic teams in 

newspaper and websites 

Habitual to read and keep up with 
cricket news

Players Bio (Origin city, age etc.), 
Team rankings, fact check

Uses when he has low interest in 
ongoing series, FOMO

Live Matches and Highlights, 
mostly via mobile

While travelling, in office, subscribed 
due to peer pressure

Cricket articles, tournament updates, 
Live Scorecard, Legends Opinions, 

International news

Cricket related notification and 
news, however, uses very rarely to 
watch scores

CONSUMES? CONSUMES?

BHIDE BHAI

 WANTS?
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In the past 10-12 years with IPL and other cricketing leagues being played in the country, cricket 

has become a potential career possibility. It’s not about 11 players anymore, there are 100s of 

players across teams and tournaments where one can make space for themselves and aim for 

further growth. There have been improvements in cricketing infrastructure in terms of:

• Multiples Coaches in each city

• Multiple Facilities - in school, stadiums, local grounds

• Numerous dedicated Cricket grounds and turfs

Around two-thirds of the ESPNCricinfo 
users are interested in playing sports and 
are  career focused. They are also heavily 
invested in consuming sports news.

CAREER-DRIVEN

FANDOM

All this has given youngsters a potential opportunity to pursue their passion for 

cricket as a viable career option. This vibe around cricket as a career creates 

three fandom personas:

IQBAL MONTY

COACH
SIR

In pursuit of a 
cricketing career

Gives up cricket 
owing to talent 
limitations

The guide & mentor 
in every city 
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May head for early morning cricket practice for a couple of hours.

Is thinking/discussing cricket during his lectures with friends.

Will watch and read suggested cricket videos and articles by his coach.

Is updated around district, State and National level games.

Wants to turn his hobby into a career and is dedicated to it high school or college students.

Following cricket religiously since childhood.

Belongs to a cricket coaching center along with group of friends, is guided by a coach.

DAILY LIFE OF IQBAL

 HE?

IQBAL
In pursuit of a cricketing career

I feel excited and encouraged when 
my coach tells me that I bowl like 

Shoaib Akhtar.

I can do it, I have to maintain 
my inspiration and dedication 

towards cricket.

16-24 
years old

Supportive 
family

Lives in a 
Small City
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Training Videos, Match Analysis, 
Highlights, Cricketer Interviews  

Technical know how, Train himself, better 
shot selections, Coach advised him

Live match, Highlights, News 
Channels

Match experience without distraction,  
Hobby, thrill and excitement of the 
game 

Follows players, Reels, Match 
Photos

Stay Connected with players, Proudly 
reposts winning shots and podium 
phots

Ball by ball updates, SR, AVG, 
Economy, Centuries, Ranks, etc

Better grip on match day, can 
frame opinions about the match 
basis articles 

Chatting, Discussing on groups, 
Ball by ball commentary

Able to show how well he knows 
cricket by giving technical ball by 
ball update

Expert Tweets from ICC, BCCI, 
Influencers, Fav. cricketers

Understand cricket trend,  
Congratulate favourite players on 
twitter, match news

Stats, Old Articles, Experiences, 
Quora, Player reviews, Quotes

Easy access, read player’s bio, 
struggles, success validate cricket 
information

Live match, Highlights Can rewind a ball/shot, multitask

CONSUMES? CONSUMES?

IQBAL

 WANTS?

A Virtual Coach who 
will advise on game 
strategies

Detailed written 
commentary without 
bias

Assist him with curated 
and easy to search 
templates for upgrading 
his stat game

To add a bookmark or 
save a video/article 
for later viewing

Auto recommended 
videos basis his 
past search history

Player’s bio or 
analysis given by 
experts in a curated 
manner
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A part of college cricket team.

Lives his dream of playing cricket by watching it and staying always connected to it.

Following 2-3 teams in IPL.

Cricket has become his time pass now which keeps him entertained.

Will sit/gather friends to watch cricket.

Will keep on correcting players, “Aaise nahi, waise shot maarna chahiye tha”.

Wanted to be a cricketer but realized that he does not have the required skillset 
and determination.

Practiced at a cricket academy and is familiar with technical aspects.

Happy go lucky person.

May look for other opportunities around cricket or move out of it completely.

May become a modern-day influencer.

DAILY LIFE OF MONTY

 HE?

MONTY
Gives up cricket owing to talent 
limitations

I know I can’t become a cricketer 
there are so many better players 

than me.

Well, I have already moved on.

20-26 
years old

Found 
everywhere

Family is 
somewhat 

worried 
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Awareness on why he 
should take exclusive 
cricket subscriptions, 
right now feels it 
unnecessary

To actively 
participate in 
game polls & 
predictions

Clutter free 
and genuine 
discussions and 
Forums on cricket

Strengths and 
weakness of  teams 
and players

Stories of underdogs 
coming to fame

Legendry matches, cricket, news, 
shows, Post match interviews

Curious, wants to know, watch whatever 
gets discussed or comes in news

Live match, Shows with guests 
cricketers coming in

Match excitement, Kapil Sharma show 
for Funny old incidents, Feel connected

Fantasy cricket games
Keep up with the sport, Amplify the 
excitement of IPL

Scorecard and match day and 
players stats

Pre Match players stats for dream11 
predictions and Live-scorecards 
viewing

Follows & has groups which give 
out fantasy league predictions

Receive and send Pre-match 
Analysis for Fantasy cricket games

Follows cricketers, Polls, ICC, BCCI, etc
Tweeting, Using match specific 
Hashtags, QnA Sessions showcasing 
Talent

Follows players, Reels, memes, Fan 
pages, Team pages.

Live match, Highlights

Match day memes and incidents, 
Update of international or domestic 
cricketers’ personal lives

Multitask, Play Ball Prediction games, 
Discounts for food delivery

CONSUMES? CONSUMES?

MONTY

WANTS?
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Day starts with cricket coaching, May decide to coach Primary-school students over the 
weekends.

Searching & Sharing cricketing videos and articles with students.

Attending matches held, may work as a referee or an umpire.

He is looking for takeaways form each player, matches or coaches which he can inculcate  
into his students later.

Was a good club or State level player.

Is a full-time high school, college, or a club coach.

His apprentice aspire and strictly adhere to whatever he says.

Will go extra mile for students’ progress.

Maintains a respectable image in his circle.

DAILY LIFE OF COACH SIR

HE?

COACH SIR
The guide & mentor in every city 

I want to make at least one star player.

I get to train along with 
my students.

Found 
everywhere

30-45 
years old

A happy 
family man
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Videos for developing training 
programmes and solving problems

To teach a specific shots/techniques, 
Develop his interpersonal skills

Live match, Highlights, Cricket news 
shows, Reginal matches

Live matches to ease back and enjoy 
the game with friends & family

Scorecard and match day and players 
stats, reading expert reviews and 

articles, Reads Polls

Ball-by-ball update, to enhancing his 
cricket knowledge, form an opinion 
about current matches

Follows & has groups which give out 
fantasy league predictions

Share Schedule, training videos, 
Broadcasts motivational posts

Data collected of from his students 
performances

Analysing player performances, 
Developing training programmes

Live match, Highlights, recaps
Multitask, People join him to watch 
matches in staff room and grounds

Stats, Experiences, Diet Plans, 
Training exercises

Diet Plan, Modern techniques, validate 
cricket information

CONSUMES? CONSUMES?

COACH SIR

WANTS?

Strengths and 
weakness of  teams 
and players and how 
they worked on them

Attending sports 
summits or 
workshops

Stretching exercises 
and diet for better 
warmups and 
increased endurance

Updates on new rules 
and regulations in 
cricket

Develop 
better training 
programmes

Advices on current 
health and lifestyle 
issues



These are the ‘know-it-all’ of the game. They both have the talent to sit inside the vanity or dressing 

room of cricket. Over numerous years, they have gained and polished their knowledge of cricket 

and the business around it.

Around three-fourths of the ESPNcricinfo 
users describe themselves to be open-
minded and confident. They are very 
creative, ambitions and career-focused.

MANAGERIAL

FANDOM
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Two fandom personas emerge in this category:

ARJUN PANKAJThe fantasy sports 
influencer The potential manager
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Irregular working hours, Highly active during match day. 

Can’t skip any match. IPL is his season to shin and rise.

Non match days include analyzing info for upcoming games and gathering news.

Talks less about cricket with people, has very transactional approach.

Wont spill out unnecessary information around the game.

He is a silent observer of the game.

By occupation he maybe into in cricket related field.

Knows inside out about cricket trends.

May have an IG/YouTube /Telegram channel or WhatsApp groups.

Gives out tips to people who play fantasy cricket.

Will have two phones to operate better.

DAILY LIFE OF RAHUL

HE?

ARJUN
The fantasy sports influencer

If Cricinfo is updating score even 
half a second early as compared to 
Cricbuzz then we will use Cricinfo.

I advise my subscribers to take 
risk with their players selection.

20-35 
years old

Lives in Tier 1 
& Tier 2 cities

Bachelor or a 
Family man



Relevant and new ways 
for expert predictions 
advise from Coaches, 
managers, Selectors, 
etc.

Detailed cricket 
calendar around the 
year

To the point coverage 
of all tournaments, 
progress reports, top 
performing players

Analysis based on: 
Economy rate, avg, Strike 
rate, Pitch report, toss, 
Ground behavior, balling 
speed, Weather updates

Host bets or Groups in 
fantasy games

Various fantasy cricket games
Creating an arena in which they do not 
have to be in the forefront, still able 
to strategize and win with skill and 
competence

Live match & Highlights Big screen experience, Uninterrupted 
viewing, Faster than any other live mode

To keep track of predictions 
given by other influencers

Publish cricket content, Videos, 
predictions on reels and stories

Match day updates received from 
internal sources (if any)

Publish cricket content, Videos, 
predictions

Players Bio, Stats, Records on 
particular ground, bowler type

Wants to make his predictions 
better, hence needs to bank on own 
research

Live match, highlights and replays
Able to watch the match in case far 
from TV, able to rewind the game

Stats, Articles, expert reviews, 
analysis and prediction

To polish his cricketing knowledge 
and stats based researched

Key moments from match
Publish videos, who performed how in 
the match and who failed to perform

CONSUMES? CONSUMES?

ARJUN

WANTS?
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Job and in-between updates on cricket.

Plays cricket at times with friends or office colleagues. Might book a ground or turf.

Will follow all tournaments diligently. Might believe in match superstitions, likes to watch

match with family or friends.

As the action unfolds, they cannot resist commenting on it: “Next ball should be a slow 

yorker and that would be a hattrick ball, and he has done it, aaha!”

He ideally should have been the manager or has the potential to be a team manager.

Has a settled work life with time at hand. Has a silent passion for cricket.

Was a good cricketer but gave it a pass.

Has been reading, analyzing and making his  expert opinions and is now as expert.

A technical critique of the game, would have plenty on suggestions on better game plan.

Genuinely loves the game & admires legends.

DAILY LIFE OF SID

HE?

PANKAJ
The potential manager

To Keep my IPL knowledge strong…I 
follow performances of international 

players, new players.

I don’t want to play ‘Satta’ basis 
my hobby.

Is 25-40 
years old

Lives in Tier 1 
& Tier 2 cities

Bachelor or a 
Family man
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Wants easy access to 
cricket calendar, channel 
name and weblink to watch

Twitter like platform 
to give out his 
opinions to public

Excerpts and minutes of 
detailed expert reviews

Key moments from match, Old 
match videos, YouTube curations

Old match videos and expert reports, 
has his selected channels to consume 
data

Live match, Highlights and News
Big screen experience, Uninterrupted 
viewing, Easy and Fast

Match day photos, videos, Social 
Media trends. Follows Few Players

Likes to know and understand player 
behaviour and their values

Players Bio, Stats, Records in 
different conditions. News articles 

accessed via google

In pursuit of detailed knowledge. 
Newspaper News is consumed via 
google search

Live match, highlights & talk shows
Easy to have everything in one app, 
Articles, recaps, talk shows, Cricket 
shows, etc

Scorecards, tournaments updates,  
old videos and shows, experts shows

Prefers crisp content and curated 
videos

CONSUMES? CONSUMES?

PANKAJ

WANTS?

Needs update and 
information for 
domestic as well as 
international games

A cricket expert badge on 
Discussions and forums

Wants to watch videos on 
players life journeys, their 
struggles and comebacks

Wants to watch videos of 
cricketer’s luxurious lives and 
their materialistic possessions
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Consumption Behaviour during 
Live Cricket Matches

The advent of digital media and its 

consumption evolution to more immersive 

media has changed the vibe of fan viewership 

drastically when a live match is being played, 

more so when it comes to the fan’s favorite 

teams. Consumption of a live match has 

expanded to a more diverse range of devices, 

capturing a multi-dimensional aspect at 

every moment of the match.

This evolution from a single source to multiple 

devices has made the live consumption 

experience richer. When it comes to the 

device of consumption, the rich mobile screen 

increases the level of engagement more than 

ever before. 

A typical fan, while watching a match on a 

screen is constantly interacting with other 

platforms viz. text commentary, social 

media trends, WhatsApp groups, fantasy 

sports, etc. Usually, there is more than one 

commentary source as fans enjoy switching 

between different commentators, different 

styles of commentary like deep analysis to 

light comedy, posts and tweets of cricket 

experts, former legends, chats and buzz on 

cricket apps like ESPNcricinfo, Cricbuzz, 

Sportskeeda etc.

Laptops or Desktops in the office have a live 

score page always loaded. Some offices also 

have live screenings for big matches.

Live is not about sticking 
to a single source, but 
more about experiencing 
a mix at every moment 
of the match

- Ravi Shastri, Former Head Coach of the
India National Cricket Team

This IPL so far has started off full of vitality and 

in constant anticipation. I’m looking forward 

to voicing my thoughts and opinions from 

ESPNCricinfo’s analyst and expert seat as 

each team and player cook trails of interesting 

performances for our observation.
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Fans who grew up in India from the 

80s till the early 2000s have this 

warm nostalgia of watching cricket in 

their neighbourhood community park 

or near eateries with television sets on 

with cricket being broadcasted. Now, in

the digital era, cricket enthusiasts have

turned to their gadgets to engage with

their favourite sports online, either as

participants or spectators.

Though 31%  still prefer to consume live 

cricket on Television. People tend to follow

certain matches or series like IndiavsPakistan 

match, Ashes series, Allan Border 

-Gavaskar trophy, etc. 

Consumption Behaviour during 
Live Cricket Matches

Consumption Behaviour of Live Cricket Match

Base: 1,683 Cricket Fans

Live TV broadcast 31%

Live ball by ball update 27%

Live digital streaming 26%

Live voice commentary 25%

Live text commentary 24%

Live score cards 20%

Match analysis between overs 7%

Fans like to follow a live match broadcast 
on TV like Star Sports, followed by live 
ball-by-ball updates on digital cricket 
platforms.

- Shane Warne, Australian Hall of Fame Cricketer,
on using ESPNcricinfo

I always check out live scores on 
ESPNcricinfo if I can’t get a seat to the 
game
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The increase in mobile video content 

consumption has emerged as a strong trend 

during the lockdown period. The time spent 

watching videos is at an all-time high. 

Around half of the fans like to consume cricket 

content on their smartphones or tablets. 

One-third of the fans like to watch cricket on 

their laptops, desktops and televisions. 

Consumption Behaviour during 
Live Cricket Matches

Base: 6.25 mn ESPNcricinfo users. Source: GWI, Q4 2021

- Piyush Chawla, Indian All-rounder

Cricket fans are constantly looking for reasons behind 

a particular player’s or team’s decisions and what other 

viewers feel regarding their performances. It’s great to be 

alongside ESPNcricinfo where we get to decode that for 

them.

Top Cricket Series Consumed By ESPNcricinfo Users

International Test Match 
Cricket42%Indian PremierLeague (IPL)

ICC Cricket  World Cup

International T20 Cricket57%

66%

59%

International One Day
Cricket

47%
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46% of the cricket fans like to watch live 

cricket matches with their family and 28% 

prefer to watch them alone growing digital 

viewership. 

27% of the respondents like to watch cricket 

matches with their friends and peers. 

Most females prefer to watch live cricket 

matches with their family members followed 

by watching it with friends and peers. 

Majority of youngsters like to watch live 

cricket matches with their family members 

and while they are working they prefer to 

watch it with their colleagues. 

Consumption Behaviour during 
Live Cricket Matches

Company for Viewing Live Cricket Matches

Base: 1,683 Cricket Fans

With my family 46%

I watch alone 28%

With my friends 27%

With my colleagues 24%
Fans like to watch live cricket matches 
mostly with their families.

- Dale Steyn, Legendary South African
Fast-paced Bowler

Test Matches have always had a very special place in my heart. It 

tests the team’s endurance and bond in a manner no other match 

does. I am happy to be a part of ESPNcricinfo where I get to observe 

the action once again and share the analysis with keen observers 

and fans of the sport. What better match to do this for than India vs 

New Zealand. I am beyond excited.
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Fan Behaviour on Live Match Days

Morning starts with news, expert 
opinions and match predictions.

Fantasy cricket players will look for 
news around match predictions 
and read pitch updates, ground 
performance, weather reports to 
understand match possibilities.

News channels and the day’s
newspaper serves enough
pre-match content.

Any news or gossip related to the 
day’s match or players is of great 
interest.

Checking the match schedule
and planning everything around
the same.

Predicting playing 11 with friends..

Pre-match plans are made with
friends, usually made a few days
in advance.

Food, work and other household
chores are completed before the
start of the match.

Multiple devices are accessed
while watching the match.

Constantly interacting with other
platforms like text commentary,
Twitter trends, WhatsApp groups,
fantasy sports, etc.

There is more than one 
commentary source; fans enjoy 
switching between different 
commentators, different styles 
of commentary (deep analysis to
light comedy), text and tweets.

Getting updates via notification
window or through widgets.

A lot of cursing, ball-by-ball
predictions, abusing, blaming
happens while watching the
match.

Playing prediction games on
Hotstar, Fantasy sports and
second innings.

Post match analysis, Captain’s
and Man of the match opinion,
Experts’ predictions for 
upcoming matches.

Revisiting key moments like 
Wickets, Outstanding catches, 
Centuries, ICC rankings and
Records made in the match.

Memes and tweets.

Post Match Stories and Status on 
social media platforms.

Discusses match outcomes with
friends and colleges.

Share own expert comments on
the game.

Appreciation, abuses or cursing
to the players and teams.

Calculating team points for the
tournament.

Planning for the next match.

MEDIA CONSUMPTION BEHAVIOUR

PRE-MATCH

DURING MATCH

POST MATCH
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Fans have a multi-device and 
multi-source consumption 
behavior for live matches

Watching Live Matches on TV

It’s time to celebrate with family and friends!

It’s an event- food is planned, breaks are planned, and multiple
cricket information sources will be visited in this overall experience
of celebrating cricket.

Chatting is Fun!

Chat sessions of Cricket Legends is enjoyed and their expert opinions 
on an ongoing match ad meaning to the overall experience.

Current Match Analysis and Prediction 

Current match analysis and win predictions garner significant
interest.

This information is used in ‘second innings’ fantasy sports or ‘over 
by over’ fantasy sports.

Everyone’s Analyzing

Quick searches on a player’s past performance and performance
predictability is common today. 

Fans want to know what is the record of the player on this pitch, in 
this season, against this team, under various pressure conditions etc.

The ‘Search’ Phenomena

Search is a regular phenomena during the match, especially to get
score updates.

Smaller towns prefer voice search on Google for quick score updates.
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Live Cricket Consumption Behaviour

Live Cricket Matches Consumption Behaviour

Base: 1,683 Cricket Fans

Fans follow a live match mainly 
on digital cricket platforms.

OTT content consumption has been evolving 

from being niche to mass and different types 

of video content are gathering traction. Live 

streaming has emerged as a focus area for 

brands. 

The sports genre is popular among others 

and is quite attractive from the point of view 

of viewership and monetization. 

Within sports, cricket has turned out to be a 

differentiator with large numbers of viewers 

who are willing to pay and consume content.

.

When it comes to live cricket match 

consumption, most cricket fans prefer to 

watch it on digital cricket platforms like 

ESPNcricinfo, Cricbuzz, Sportskeeda, etc.

22% of the fans like to watch live cricket 

matches on streaming apps (e.g. Disney+ 

Hotstar,  SonyLiv, etc.). 

20% of the fans consume cricket content 

on social media platforms like WhatsApp, 

and Facebook or get updates from Twitter 

or via commentary from friends. They also 

watch cricket content on television while it is 

broadcasted live.

Most males like to consume live cricket 

content on digital cricket platforms and TV, 

while females prefer to watch it on digital 

cricket platforms and keep themselves 

updated via social media platforms like 

WhatsApp, Facebook and Twitter. Youth 

audiences like to watch cricket content on 

digital cricket platforms and official cricket 

websites e.g. ICC and IPL.

Digital cricket platforms 
e.g. ESPNcricinfo, Cricbuzz, Sportskeeda etc.

68%

Live streaming apps eg. Hotstar, SonyLiv,etc. 22%

Whatsapp or Facebook, Twitter, updates and
friends commentary

20%

16%ICC, IPL or other official websites

12%Browser plugins for live updates

12%Google search score updates

12%Live radio commentary

2%SMS updates by mobile operator
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Live Cricket Consumption Behaviour

Various information sources like Live Scorecard, Live text commentary, SMS updates, Radio 

updates, Twitter, Facebook, etc. come into action if a fan is not watching live cricket.

For fans who miss the match completely:

One category of fans likes to get an update on 

the match results and then decides whether 

to watch the highlights.

The other category avoids any match 

discussions, knowing match details, quickly 

getting information on match highlights, key 

innings & match moments, and then reading/

watching match analysis at the earliest 

possible.

“I don’t miss if it is an important 
match. Even if I am not watching on 
TV, I’ll make sure that ball-by-ball 
detail update comes to me.”

“If there is no internet, I would ask 
people around me for updates, I’ll ask 
people in trains, bus, meetings and I 
would just stop at a shop to watch 
few minutes of game.”

“I want to see the complete 

scorecard, key match moments, 

expert reviews.”

“Match highlights are not 

good enough; I need at least a 

20–25-minute video summarizing 

everything of the ODI or test day.”

“We follow individual player highlights, top 
catches, controversies, we love controversies 
and masala around cricket like someone 
said something about someone’s game or a 
personal comment or any kind of sledging or 
budding controversy.”
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T20 matches grab the maximum attention 
of cricket fans during prime time

T20 format has the highest fan engagement rate.

Engagement is high with the Indian team, IPL teams, country-wise teams and other country 

leagues.

Fans like to follow plenty of matches, parallel tournaments, news articles, player stats, player 

progress, analysis, price prediction, selection prediction, fantasy sports, etc.

T20 consumption is very interactive, often watched in groups, discussed with friends, has 

multiple commentary boxes, Hotstar interactions, YouTube analysers, Twitter trends, etc.

30%

12 AM 3 AM 6 AM 9 AM 12 PM 3 PM 6 PM 9 PM

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

% of Time Spent % of Visitors

ESPNcricinfo Consumption for T20 Match Days
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ALWAYS ON

FANS

Editorial Content6 AM - 9 AM

9 AM - 1 PM

1 PM - 4 PM

4 PM - 7 PM

7 PM - 10 PM

10 PM - 12 AM

12 AM - 6 AM

Team Pages

Score Card Page

Live Score & Home Page

Series Page

Records & Statistics

Fantasy Content

Based on Time spent on key sections on ESPNcricinfo during IPL 2022
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10%

12%

8%

6%

15%

4%

2%

0%

% of Time Spent % of Visitors

Fans find it difficult to dedicate an entire day to watch an entire ODI.

Due to the lack of customized, spoon-fed coverage structure ODIs have become difficult to 

follow. Some cricket fans have reportedly given up completely or skipped several ODI series.

ODI matches are  largely about updates, a mix of portals that are used to be constantly fed 

with score updates, key moments, match trends, and off-field match vibes.

Consumption of ODI matches is high on both, TV or OTT, peaking during holidays.

ESPNcricinfo Consumption for ODI Match Days

12 AM 3 AM 6 AM 9 AM 12 PM 3 PM 6 PM 9 PM
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% of Time Spent % of Visitors

Fans keep a conscious eye on session-to-session developments and score-card is auto 

refreshed on a webpage or score bot installed on phone or PC.

Several fans like to follow ball-by-ball commentary of the match and appreciate getting 
expert reviews on match position. 

Fans also follow and appreciate in-depth analysis as the match progresses.

Important sessions are watched on TV, if there is time at hand. For example, a fan would want 
morning session before leaving for work or may come back early to catch the last session of 
the game.

At the end of day, fans like to check  the match highlights, expert analysis, next day predictions 
and studying past performance of key players for the next 3 sessions.

ESPNcricinfo Consumption for Test Match Days

10%

12%

8%

6%

15%

4%

2%

0%

12 AM 3 AM 6 AM 9 AM 12 PM 3 PM 6 PM 9 PM
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When COVID struck, live cricket matches

were halted, post-which ICC opened an

archive of 45 years for broadcasters to use. 

The archive included cricket matches that

dated back to 1975 which included men’s

and women’s ICC cricket world cups, T20

world cups, and the Champions Trophy. It

also included under-19 world cups.

Fans were excited to have the opportunity 

to relive some of the greatest cricketing 

moments of the past. 

People are also interested to consume cricket 

news, shows and films, playing cricket video 

games, etc. apart from watching live cricket 

content.

Fandom in Action:

The fans prefer to play cricket video 

games (e.g. All-Star Cricket, World cricket 

championship 3, etc.) and fantasy sports 

(e.g. Dream11,  MPL, etc.) the most.

They also like to consume cricket news and 

watch web series/shows and films on cricket.

They like to watch debates and discussions 

of cricket legends & experts and cricket 

documentaries.

Content around cricketers’ gossip,  stories 

and podcasts are consumed moderately, 

along with pre-match analysis, player/match 

statistics and records, social media updates, 

forums & discussions, and post-match 

analysis.

Analysis by YouTube cricket influencers, 

video highlights and clips of past matches 

has quite a niche consumption among the 

most passionate fans.

Digital Cricket Content Beyond 
Live Matches

• Cricket Video Games and Fantasy Sports

• Cricket News

• Shows and Films on Cricket (eg. Inside Edge, 83, etc.)

• Debates and discussions with cricket legends and experts

• Cricket DocumentariesHigh Consumption

• Cricket Gossip and Stories

• Cricket Podcasts

• Pre-match Analysis

• Player Stats and Records

• Social Media Updates

• Cricket Forums and Discussions

• Post-match Analysis

• Match Statistics

Moderate Consumption

• Analysis by YouTube Cricket Influencers

• Video Highlights

• Video Clips of Past Matches

• Video Replay ClipsLow Consumption
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For cricket content beyond live matches, 

fans indulge in multiple sources of news and 

knowledge around cricket, among which 

tournament tracking is the most common 

trait. 

A fan wants to know everything that is

happening around. They keep a close eye

on these elements:

Tournaments, matches, new records, latest
centuries, 5-wicket hauls.

Country wise team performances, victories, 
on-field banter.

Centuries, Wickets, Records, Emerging
players.

New articles on ongoing tournaments, key 
performance analysis and predictions.

In addition to these, fans want to know more 

about how their favourite teams are preparing 

and are keen to be involved with upcoming 

events around cricket. Plenty of news is also 

gathered via official Twitter handles of ICC, 

BCCI, other country-wise boards.

At times, a sudden realization may strike fans 

to know what is their favourite player doing. 

That makes them search and enquire about 

the latest updates on that particular player, 

team, playing 11, bench players, Under19 

players, Legends and Commentators. Their 

latest news gets  checked, latest videos and 

social media posts are consumed.

Google Voice Search is used by fans for 

Stats, Updates and all kinds of Cricket News. 

“Google, where is Sachin today.”

Digital Cricket Content Beyond 
Live Matches

High Consumption 
of News

Moderate to High 
Consumption of 

News Videos

Moderate 
Consumption of 

News Articles

A daily dose of sports news 

comes via TV, News Alerts, 

Cricket App Notifications, 

Cricket App Scans and News 

Papers. This news supply is 

often considered enough for 

daily cricket updates on no-

match days. There is vocal 

demand for stats, schedules, 

points tables which are quick 

and easy to consume.

Several TV and online 

news channels have their 

dedicated sports news 

section.

Many fans frequently read 

news articles supplied 

through news alert and 

notifications or found during 

the browsing of newspaper/ 

newspaper website.

Askcricinfo is an innovative tech product developed by ESPN which 

combines AI and Data ESPNcricinfo Match data to give our fans an 

instant access to any kind of query related to stats in T20 Cricket.
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Time Spent on Digital Cricket 
Content During Non-match Day

Time Spent on Digital Cricket Content During Non-match Day

Base: 1,683 Cricket Fans

During non-match days, majority 
of the fans spend up to 2 hours 
daily consuming digital cricket 
content.

For passionate cricket fans, the game

has been at the forefront of their lives.

Watching live cricket matches and

content beyond live matches has different

experiences altogether for the fans. Live

cricket allows the fans to be carried away

by the energy of the crowd and revel in a

shared experience. 

The pandemic had changed the experience of 

watching cricket and people had immersed 

themselves in their mobile devices to 

consume cricket and other sports content.

There has been an increase in the

consumption of digital cricket content

even during the non-match days. Fandom

around cricket never stops and a fan is

always consuming digital cricket content

throughout the year.

More than three-quarters of the fans watch 

around two hours of digital content daily 

during a non-match day. 

Close to 50% of the fans have been watching 

content on online platforms for up to  1 

hour daily. 

Almost 21% of fans spend more than 2 

hours on average in a day.

3%
0.42%

6 to 8 Hours
More than 8 Hours

47%
Up to 1 Hr

1 to 2 Hrs
32%

2 to 4 Hrs
8%

4 to 6 Hrs
10%
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Cricket Content Consumption 
Beyond Live Matches

Content Platforms Consumed When Match is not Being Played Live

Base: 1,683 Cricket Fans

ESPNcricinfo is the most popular 
platform for consuming content 
beyond live matches.

When it comes to content beyond live

matches, information with a mix of

cricketainment has emerged to have the

most impact on the audience. 

This type of content delight the cricket fans

with pre and post-match programming that

features cricketing legends and experts who

analyse the game, share their insights and

enhance the experience of the audience. 

During the pandemic, the viewership of

cricketing and non-cricketing sports saw a

major uptake. 

These recorded sports matches with heavy

nostalgic value were telecasted and made

available in regional languages such as

Hindi, Bengali, Punjabi, Tamil, Telugu, etc.

The key findings regarding cricket 

consumption beyond live matches:

Half of the fans access cricket content from

ESPNcricinfo when they are not watching 

a live match. This is followed by Cricbuzz 

(36%), Sportskeeda (19%) and official 

cricket websites (18%).

The audience also prefers to consume cricket 

content from television news channels and 

social media profiles of the cricketers.

Most middle-aged males consume cricket 

content on ESPNcricinfo, Cricbuzz and 

Sportskeeda when they are not watching live 

cricket.

People belonging to non-metro cities watch 

cricket content on YouTube, TV sports 

channels and Sportskeeda apart from 

ESPNcricinfo and Cricbuzz.

ESPNCricinfo 50%

Cricbuzz 36%

Sportskeeda 19%

Official cricket websites eg. ICC, IPL etc. 18%

TV news channels 17%

Social media profiles of cricketers 16%

TV sports channel 16%

Cricket podcasts talk shows 12%

YouTube sports videos 12%

Radio cricket shows 11%

Fancode 10%

Social media profiles cricket influecers 2%
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Reasons to Consume Content 
Beyond Live Matches

Reasons for Consumption Beyond Live Matches

Base: 1,683 Cricket Fans

Cricket content beyond live matches

gives cricket fans the opportunity of

enjoying the game at their leisure and

convenience. 

Such content can be accessed from 

smartphones, tablets, or computers and 

would give fans access to the latest cricketing 

trends, insights, match highlights, nostalgic 

content, etc.

Why fans consume cricket beyond live 

content:

Fans can follow their cricket idols for their 

match style, thinking, achievements and 

lifestyle.

They feel proud when they are aware of 

the cricket history and when they have the 

knowledge and feel like it is a badge of honour 

to show in their friends’ circle.

Fans are also interested in following the news 

in order to know about the new landmarks 

achieved by the cricketers nationally and 

internationally.

Digital cricket content also helps them to get 

deeper analysis and predictions for fantasy 

league games like Dream11, MPL, etc.

Fans consume content beyond 
live matches to know more about 
their cricketing idols and wear 
that knowledge as a badge of 
honour.

I follow cricket idols for match style,
thinking, journey, achievements and lifestyle 22%

Cricket knowledge is a badge of honour
in friends circle

19%

I follow news for new landmarks achieved
by cricketers internationally 18%

To get deeper analysis and predictions for
fantasy league games 18%

I enjoy cricket knowledge and keep revising 17%

To be up-to-date with past and future matches 16%

Know about cricket influencers point-of-view 15%

To learn and improve 14%

To reminisce about cricket 12%

To be connected with my passion 10%

I like to keep my IPL knowledge strong 
and updated  2%
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60

ESPNcricinfo has always been a trendsetter 

in all forms of sports coverage and media 

solutions – something we have been 

successfully heralding for over a decade 

now. Championed by a strong editorial setup, 

video programming, and analysts – we have 

prided in calling them our Storytellers – we 

have created extraordinary, path-breaking 

branded content, fan-focused IPRs, and 

AFP while staying true to the core values of 

cricketing content and genuine reportage.

As content integration, influencer-

led, and native advertising has become 

mainstream, more brands are approaching 

the ESPNcricinfo to explore association 

beyond 30 secs ad spots and banners. Our 

team provides data-driven insights on What 

a Fan wants and how brands can be part 

of their superlative journey of content 

consumption. Marketers and media planners’ 

inherent need for clutter breaking and the real 

value of such partnerships are supported by 

our Branded Content Playbook Solutions 

that help in ideation, creative visualization, 

distribution, and promotion along with 3rd 

party brand-lift studies.

Our leadership across diverse and emerging 

social platforms is unmatched – both in 

following and engagement – something that 

builds a definitive edge as we build content 

for the new-age cricket fan as part of our 

3600 solutions. 

There is No Bigger Cricket Influencer than 

ESPNcricinfo. Our partnership with brands 

has this unmatched advantage of credibility 

and reach. 

As cricket has infinite moments, we have 

widened our brand solutions offering:  There 

is something for every brand. From Pre- and 

post-game analysis, statistics, and number-

driven content, to impacting and turning 

moments, cricket-themed travelogues, 

social-first influencer-driven content, and fan 

engagement opportunities are industry-first 

successful content genres from ESPNcricinfo. 

Complemented with innovative and premium 

ad suites, this makes for an all-inclusive 

value offering for advertisers seeking the 

best of both worlds, without compromising 

the credibility of cricket content.

Here is a confession: we are obsessed with 

our partner brands’ success!

To achieve this, we are constantly committed 

to providing them with futuristic media 

solutions created around content that fans 

would love to consume as they adapt to ever-

changing, emerging technology. There will 

never be a dull moment in our constantly-

evolving world of brand solutions, while we 

line up new content genres, formats, and 

avenues to reach out and talk to the cricket 

fan of today and tomorrow.

Mr. Akshaya Kolhe 
Sales Head – India and South Asia
ESPN



FIVE POINT PRINCIPLE ON

Fandom is Driven 
by Brand Affinity

Fandom Content 
Consumption is Evolving

Fandom Content Drives 
Conversations

Fandom is Driven 
by Brand Power

Fandom content consumption 

is driven by brand loyalty to the 

platform

Fandom is not a 
Zero Sum Game
It is driven by fan 
experience and has room 
for everyone

It grows with Credibility and 
Authority

It evolves with technology in the 

form of:  text, articles, commentary, 

podcasts, OTT, TV etc.

And  impactful storytelling of 

resilience, risks, failures and 

success

FANDOM
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Fans’ Willingness to Consume Brand 
Collaborated Content on ESPNcricinfo

• More than 90% of the respondents would

like to consume content from brand

collaborations. 

• Middle and older-aged audience is very

likely to consume content based on brand

collaborations. 

• Cricket apps with different brands and

services in a video collaboration campaign

could have more likelihood of the audience

consuming the content, e.g. ESPNcricinfo

collaborates with Australia Tourism. 

• Brands collaborations help to create hype

around the world of cricket and consumers

to have real-time conversations. These

collaborations campaigns help in driving

brand awareness and user engagement

while delivering on traction and top of the

mind recall.

Live cricket has always been used by 

marketers for reach and brand building. 

However, it comes with inherent issues like 

ad clutter that keeps increasing year-on-year, 

limited shelf life of ads and exorbitant costs 

to sustain the association all year round. 

Commercial economics have been evolving 

with brand collaborations and has encouraged 

consumerism through consumption in the 

growing market economy. Therefore, we see 

more and more brands reach out to platforms 

like ESPNcricinfo, for co-creating content 

that stands out and builds high levels of 

affinity within the fan diaspora.

Led by game-around-the-game video 

programming, original content, live scorecard 

and commentary for every match and real-time 

live blogs – this is what makes ESPNcricinfo 

one of the foremost go-to destinations for 

distinctive coverage as well as a value-driven 

second screen experience for fans, even 

as they watch live cricket on linear TV. This 

gives partner brands an always on exposure 

across the platform at any given time of the 

day, through myriad content consumption 

cohorts.

Likelihood of Brand Collaboration Content

Base: 1,683 Cricket Fans

28% 69%

2%

1%

Extremely likely Very likely Somewhat likely Unlikely Extremely Unlikely

More than 90% of the respondents 
are open to consuming content 
based on brand collaborations.
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ESPNcricinfo: A Must-Have for Every 
Brand & Planner

Featuring among the most trusted cricket analytics platforms, ESPNcricinfo is established as the most 
credible platform with 30 years of legacy.

It’s an easy association for brands and planners to make. When they think of delivering quality 
results at efficient costs for targeting sports lovers – they think ESPNcricinfo!

UNDISPUTABLE AUDIENCE BASE

• Audience base, 140mn+ users with huge daily consumption by sports enthusiast

• It is also targeted towards a more mature audience of 25+years of age, as opposed
to Cricbuzz and Sportskeeda who mostly talk to younger age brackets of 16-20
years

BACKED BY LEGACY, KNOWN FOR DETAIL

• Helps in understanding detailed cricket-related analytics

• Contains features written by some of the world’s best cricketers and cricket writers

• It has live blogs of cricket matches and live ball-by-ball coverage of every match

UNDUPLICATED REACH MAXIMIZATION OPPORTUNITY

• The platform has approximately 85% unduplicated reach with other similar

platforms, mainly Cricbuzz, Sportskeeda & other sports sites

• The opportunity to target unique audiences is maximized through ESPNcricinfo 

MONEY MATTERS, ROI TOO

• The platform has proven to be amongst the most cost-efficient in terms of deliveries,
as compared to other key competitors

• Deliveries promised are always delivered at efficient costs, leading to better overall
campaign effectiveness

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT IS STRONG

• ESPNcricinfo has earned a reputation in delivering different and innovative ads
(videos,banners, etc.) than any other platform, backed by tech. and design support
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ESPNcricinfo: A Must Use Platform in 
Every Plan

Featuring amongst the most trusted sports analytics platforms, ESPNcricinfo has earned a positive 
reputation for itself over the years. It features in a lot of media plans as a TV + surround opportunity for 
brands.
When brands and planners think of delivering quality results at efficient costs for targeting sports 
lovers – they think ESPNcricinfo!

CREDIBILITY AND CONVENIENCE

• Perceived as a credible, trustworthy and easy-to-use platform

• Backed by a strong legacy

• Perceived as the go-to platform for serious content or information related to sports

PROVEN AUTHENTICITY OVER THE YEARS

• Platform numbers and statistics validated by Nielsen research studies

• The external research authenticity adds value to the believability of the overall product
offering

DRIVES INTEREST IN CRICKET BEYOND LIVE MATCHES

• 50% fans access cricket content on ESPNcricinfo when they are not watching a live
match

• During live matches on TV/ Star Sports, it has emerged as a strong 2nd Screen experience
• Information with a mix of cricketainment has emerged as being the most impactful

for fans
• Fan delight enhanced by pre & post-match programming

REFINED, QUALITY INFORMATION

• Known for quality, polished content, and articles from reputed sources

• A structured navigation of archives enables to detect the right information with ease

• The platform is the ‘Sports Guru or Guide or Wikipedia’ of the cricketing fandom
world 

COVERAGE OF NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL SPORTS

• ESPNcricinfo covers almost any and every match – played at the local level or at the

best of the international leagues

• Exhaustive stats and cricket records of every event
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Industry Testimonials

Media experts have expressed their reliability on the 
ESPNcricinfo when it comes to maximum unique reach, 

credibility and effectiveness

Swiggy Instamart Nipun Marya
Chief Executive Officer – iQOO

Naved Chaudhary
Head of Marketing, Ingram Micro India.

Nishant Kashikar
Country Manager, Tourism Australia.

Piyush Tripathi
Media Director, Webchutney

As the pioneer in quick commerce 

grocery, Swiggy Instamart reaches out 

to a new generation of consumers who 

value convenience and are willing to try 

out newer experiences. Forward-looking 

cricket platforms like ESPNcricinfo give 

us the opportunity to create unique and 

immersive engagement experiences for a 

wide set of audiences, especially millennials 

and Gen Z cricket fans. This also enriches 

our campaign value as we communicate 

more effectively and efficiently.

We are a young handset brand that

challenges the status quo, and this is also

reflected in our unique collaborations.

There is no bigger stage than cricket

in India, and through our distinctive

partnership with fan-focused platforms

like ESPNcricinfo, we are reaching out to

millions of Gen Z and millennial cricket

fans who love performance-centric and

youthful content, similar to what iQOO

offers to its consumers.

At Ingram Micro, it is important for us 

that we focus our communication to 

cultivated, insightful digital users who 

understand our offerings and cherish 

its experience. A cricket platform that 

caters to this premium audience aligns 

perfectly with our campaign objectives – 

and makes a win-win media collaboration.

“ESPNcricinfo has been a valued partner 

for Tourism Australia, keeping in line 

with our goal to gain a greater share of 

the Indian outbound travel segment. We 

have achieved this by best leveraging the 

growing influence of the digital medium, 

especially through effective brand and 

content partnerships that showcase 

the diverse range of Australian tourism 

experiences.

As a leading media agency we work with multiple client with defined marketing

objectives, we always are in hunt of opportunities that helps us amplify

our campaign messaging. We are a digital first company with focus on high

engagement digital sports platform like ESPNcricinfo, as they engage with

different types of fans – their varied consumption traits help us build custom

communication routes parallel to our brands’ messaging, expectations and

desired outcomes. In today’s dynamic digital diaspora, the ability to tell brand

stories through a powerful cricketing lens is something of paramount importance

for us.
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Research Methodology

ESPNcricinfo partnered with dentsu’s Carat 

and Recogn - the market research division 

of WATConsult to understand the cricket 

content consumption and explore the fandom 

around the game in India. A combination 

of qualitative and quantitative research 

methodologies along with dentsu’s in-house 

data tools were used to gather insights.

Primary data was collected from fans living in 

ten cities, spread across age groups ranging 

from below 18 years to 55 years and above in 

order to have representative insights across 

town classes and demographic profiles.

Cities covered: Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, 

Chennai, Bangalore, Ahmedabad, Lucknow, 

Mohali, Indore and Jaipur.

Qualitative Research Methodology

60 in-depth interviews were conducted with 

cricket fans, coaches, content creators and 

social media influencers to get a deeper 

understanding of their consumption habits 

and degree of fandom around the game. 

Purposive sampling was used to recruit the 

fans consuming digital cricket content with a 

gender split of 90% males and 10% females.

Quantitative Research Methodology

Online quantitative study was conducted 

among 1,683 cricket fans. Stratified sampling 

was used to recruit the fans consuming digital 

cricket content.
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ESPNcricinfo is the world’s leading digital destination on cricket, serving fans authentic, unbiased 

cricket news, views, analysis, statistics and scores for the last 29 years.

India is the global Headquarters of ESPNcricinfo with operations in the UK, US, Australia, New 

Zealand and various subcontinent countries. With offices in Bangalore and Mumbai, the Indian 

operations boast a world-class team of journalists, writers, developers, editors, content creators 

and more.

Ranked as India’s 5th fastest growing agency by RECMA in its 2022 report, CARAT India features 

amongst the top 10 media agencies of the Media Service Line at dentsu India. The agency has over 

11,500+ employees worldwide and has a global footprint across 137 countries with 193 offices. In 

India, CARAT offices are in Mumbai, Gurugram, Bengaluru and Kochi, housing approximately 75 

employees across units.

Through its proprietary framework, ‘Designing For People’ inspired by Design Thinking, 

CARAT delivers an unparalleled capability to unlock real human understanding to connect people 

and brands by designing powerful & engaging media experiences. With expertise across both 

digital and mainline media, the agency boasts of the best talent across verticals and has a strong 

yet aggressive outlook toward new business development too.

Carat is privileged to work with some of the most storied and innovative brands in the country 

including Microsoft, Hero Vida, Standard Chartered, Tata Neu, Tata Croma, etc.

About Carat India

About ESPNCricinfo
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Recogn, the research-based consulting division of WATConsult, complements the agency’s 

knowledge of digital media over a period of 10 years with the understanding of the digital 

audience. Recogn provides marketers with deeper insights into the minds of consumers and help 

create more focused marketing strategies. Recogn provides end-to-end research services like 

customized primary research into the domains of marketing strategy, brand strategy, product 

and communication strategies, among others. 

Find more about Recogn at: www.watconsult.com/recogn/

Ranked as the second-best digital agency in the country as per the Agency Reckoner by Brand 

Equity, WATConsult is seasoned true hybrid full-service digital agency. The agency works with 

over 120 large Indian and global brands. Part of the Dentsu Aegis Network, it has a 340+ member 

team spread across Mumbai, Delhi & Bangalore. 

Catering to the industry’s diverse and ever-growing needs, WATConsult has specialized divisions 

like Social CRM 24/7 for ORM, In-Depth Analysis, and Social Listening, Recogn for consumer 

research and consulting, InnoWAT - the agency’s very own tech innovation lab, Ecommencify for 

an end to end eCommerce solution for brands & The Alter Project, the agency’s most recent 

venture into cause marketing and delivering campaigns for the greater good. 

Website: http://www.watconsult.com

About WATConsult

About Recogn
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